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Abstract—To meet the performance and complexity require-
ments from practical deployment of non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) systems, several users are grouped together for
NOMA transmission while orthogonal resources are allocated
among groups. User grouping strategies have significant impact
on the power consumption and system performance. However,
existing related studies divide users into groups based on channel
conditions, where diverse quality of service (QoS) and interfer-
ence have not been considered. In this paper, we focus on the
interference-aware user grouping strategy in NOMA systems,
aiming at minimizing power consumption with QoS constraints.
We define a power consumption and externality (PCE) function
for each user to represent the power consumption involved by this
user to satisfy its QoS requirement as well as interference that
this user brings to others in the same group. Then, we extend
the definition of PCE to multi-user scenarios and convert the
user grouping problem into the problem of searching for specific
negative loops in the graph. Bellman-Ford algorithm is extended
to find these negative loops. Furthermore, a greedy suboptimal
algorithm is proposed to approach the solution within polynomial
time. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can
considerably reduce the total power consumption compared with
existing strategies.
Index Terms—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), user
grouping, quality of service (QoS), interference
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile communications, 5G
faces arising challenges due to the sparser spectrum resources.
To improve the spectrum efficiency, non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) has been considered as a promising technol-
ogy [1]–[4]. Different from conventional orthogonal multiple
access (OMA), NOMA allows multiple users to share the
same time/frequency resource blocks by superposition coding
(SC) [5], and uses different power levels to distinguish the
signals of different users. Then the receivers apply successive
interference cancellation (SIC) for multi-user detection and
decoding [6].
Although NOMA can improve the spectrum efficiency by
multiplexing signals of different users in the power domain,
interference among users is severe. This would degrade the
decoding performance and increase SIC decoding complexity,
when NOMA is implemented among all users simultaneously
[7]. Therefore, in general, users are divided into different
groups, then NOMA is implemented within each group and
traditional OMA is carried out among different groups. The
process of dividing users into different groups is called user
grouping. Different user grouping strategies result in different
power consumptions. Hence it’s important to find an appro-
priate user grouping strategy to reduce power consumption
as well as enlarge the performance gain of NOMA [8],
[9]. On the other hand, a user will interfere with the other
users in the same group, i.e., the externalities. Such kind of
interference has signifciant impact on the performance and
power consumption of NOMA systems. Consequently, when
grouping a user, both the power consumption of this user and
its externalities should be considered, which makes the user
grouping problem much more intractable.
As User grouping is critical for practical deployment of
NOMA systems, many research attempts have been made
on this issue [8], [10]–[14]. For instance, Ding et al. in [8]
proposed that selecting two users whose channel conditions
are more distinctive into the same group, which can increase
the sum-rate of NOMA systems. The authors in [11] expanded
this strategy to a scenario where more users are assigned into
the same group. There also exist some user grouping strategies
based on the maching theory or matching game [15], where
the set of users and channels were considered as two sets of
players [16]–[19]. The authors in [18] proposed a suboptimal
algorithm based on matching theory to maximize the system
capacity in half-duplex cognitive OFDM-NOMA systems. In
[19], users were assigned one by one based on matching game
to maximize the weighted total sum-rate with consideration of
user fairness.
However, there still exist challenges that obstruct existing
user grouping strategies from achieving the optimal perfor-
mance, especially in power consumption. In practice, different
users have different requirements on quality of service (QoS),
usually in terms of data rate. Such diverse QoS requirements
have not been considered in existing user grouping strategies,
while they have significant impact on power allocation and
user grouping. On the one hand, sufficient power should be
allocated to users to provide them with target data rates. On
the other hand, users with higher target data rates will produce
more severe interference to others in the same group when
NOMA is applied. From the view point of power efficiency,
assigning users with high target data rates to the same group
should be avoided as much as possible. Based on the above
analysis, we can see that power allocation and user grouping
are coupled with each other when QoS requirements of users
are considered. To achieve the best performance, they should
be jointly optimized. Unfortunately, this joint optimization
problem is non-trivial due to intra-group interference among
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users. Such kind of interference makes users interrelated
in power allocation and group selection. On the contrary,
most existing user grouping strategies are based on channel
conditions of individual users, the impact of interference
among users is not well studied. Furthermore, existing user
grouping strategies are performed under the assumption that
the number of users in each group is equal, which might not
be optimal. When the number of users in each group can be
arbitrary, the user grouping problem will become much more
challenging.
In this paper, to address aforementioned challenges, we
study the interference-aware user grouping strategy in NOMA
systems, aiming at minimizing power consumption with QoS
constraints. The main contributions are described as follows.
• We define a power consumption and externality (PCE)
function for each user with QoS requirement, which
represents the power consumption involved by this user
as well interference that this user brings to others in the
same group, i.e., externalities in NOMA. We prove that
if a user changes its grouping strategy, the difference of
its PCE function will match the difference of the total
power consumption exactly.
• To extend the property of the PCE function to multi-
user scenarios, shift league and exchange league are
defined, which are used to judge whether the total power
consumption can be reduced by changing the grouping
strategies of the users in different groups. Based on these
definitions, we construct a directed graph and convert the
user grouping problem into the problem of searching for
specific negative loops in the graph.
• We extend Bellman-Ford algorithm to find the negative
loops with all users in different groups. Furthermore,
to reduce the computational complexity, we propose a
fast suboptimal algorithm based the greedy strategy to
approach the solution within polynomial time.
Extensive simulations demonstrate that the proposed algo-
rithms outperform existing user grouping strategies in terms
of power consumption under different scenarios and converge
to a stable solution in finite iterations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
outlines the model of the NOMA system with user grouping.
The user grouping problem with QoS constraints is analyzed
and formulated in Section III. In Section IV, the PCE function
is defined for each user to measure the power consumption and
interference introduced by this user. In Section V, we convert
the user grouping problem into the problem of searching
for specific negative loops in the graph and propose two
algorithms to solve it. System performance is evaluated in
Section VI. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
Notations: Vectors and sets are denoted by bold and calli-
graphic letters, respectively. ∪ and \ represent set union and
set difference operators, respectively. d·e denotes the ceiling
function. Given a set A, ‖A‖ denotes the number of elements
in A. Table I lists the key notations used in this paper.
TABLE I
KEY NOTATIONS
Notation Meaning
N Index set of users
G Index set of groups
Ug Index set of users in group g
pn Transmit power allocated to user n
pgk Transmit power allocated to the k-th user in group g
Pt Total transmit power allocated to all users
P g Total transmit power allocated to the users in group g
pin Group that user n assigned to
pi Vector of grouping strategy of all users
pi−n Vector of grouping strategy of users except user n
εgi,j
Power consumption that the i-th user in group g brings
to the j-th user in the same group
En Externalities function of user n
Cn PCE function of user n
(n∈Ug,pi−n) User n is assigned into group g and the grouping strategyof the other users is pi−n
(n→g) Operation that indicate user n is moved into group g
(nn˜) Operation that indicate user n is moved into the groupincluding user n˜, and user n˜ is moved out of group pin˜
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a downlink NOMA systems with one base station
(BS) and N single-antenna users. The N users are divided
into G groups. The number of groups is up to the number of
available channels. Assuming that channel state information
(CSI) is available at users and BS. Let N = {1, · · · , N}
denote set of the indexes of users, and G = {1, · · · , G} denote
set of the indexes of groups. NOMA is implemented within
each group and traditional OMA is carried out among different
groups.
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The extra power allocated to the k-th user in 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of User Grouping
A simple case of user grouping is illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
where eight users are assigned into three groups, and the
distances between the BS and the users reflect the channel
conditions of users. And as Fig. 1(b) shows, more power is
allocated to the user with worse channel condition according
to the NOMA protocol [1].
Let Ug denote the set of indexes of users assigned into
group g ∈ G, where the number of users in group g is ‖Ug‖.
The transmit power allocated to user n is denoted by pn. Let
sn denote the transmitted symbol of user n. According to
the NOMA principle, the BS exploits the SC and broadcasts
the signal
∑
n∈Ug
√
pnsn to all users in group g as Fig. 1(b)
shows. The signal that user n receives is given by
yn = hn
∑
i∈Ug
√
pisi + nn, n ∈ Ug,
where nn is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with
zero-mean and variance σ2, i.e., nn ∼ N (0, σ2). Based on SIC
in NOMA [6], at the receiver, the user with the poorest channel
condition can detect its signal directly by treating the other
users’ signal as noise. On the other hand, the user with better
channel condition can first detect and subtract the signals for
the users with poorer channel conditions, and finally decode
its own signal. In this way, for any user n ∈ Ug , signals of
the users with better channel conditions in group g will be
regarded as interference. Therefore, according to Shannon’s
theorem, the data rate achievable to user n if user n is assigned
into group g is given by [20]:
Rn = log2
(
1 +
|hn|2pn
|hn|2
∑
i∈Ug
|hi|>|hn|
pi + σ2
)
, n ∈ Ug. (1)
To meet the QoS requirements of all users, the achievable
data rate of each user should be greater than the target data
rate rn, i.e.,
Rn ≥ rn, n ∈ Ug. (2)
The total transmit power allocated to N users is:
Pt =
∑
g∈G
∑
n∈Ug
pn. (3)
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As described in Section II, OMA is carried out among
different groups, there is no interference among users in
different groups. According to (1) and (2), the power allocated
to user n ∈ Ug should satisfy the following constraint:
log2
(
1 +
|hn|2pn
|hn|2
∑
i∈Ug
|hi|>|hn|
pi + σ2
)
≥ rn, n ∈ Ug, g ∈ G,
where the equality holds with the minimal power consumption
allocated to user n ∈ Ug:
pn = (2
rn − 1)( σ
2
|hn|2 +
∑
i∈Ug
|hi|>|hn|
pi), n ∈ Ug, g ∈ G. (4)
We can get the optimal power allocation strategy to min-
imize the total power for any given grouping strategies con-
sidering QoS requirements as stated in the Theorem 1:
Theorem 1. In order to minimize the total power consumption
while guaranteeing the QoS requirements of all users, the op-
timal power allocation strategy for group g ∈ G is allocating
power to each user according to (4) one by one from the user
with the best channel condition to the user with the worst
channel condition.
Proof. We w.l.o.g. assume that the channel conditions of the
users in group g have been ordered as |hg1|2 ≥ · · · ≥ |hg‖Ug‖|2,
where hgk denotes the channel condition of the k-th user in
group g. With SIC, the user with the best channel condition
in each group would not be interfered by the other users.
Therefore, the minimal power allocated to the user with the
best channel condition in group g, i.e. pg1 is
pg1 = (2
rg1 − 1) σ
2
|hg1|2
.
where pgk denotes the transmit power for the k-th user in group
g, rgk denotes the target data rate of the k-th user in group g.
Similarly, the minimal power allocated to the user with the
second best channel condition in group g is
pg2=(2
rg2−1)( σ
2
|hg2|2
+pg1).
By repeating the process, we can get the best power allocation
strategy of all users as stated in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 holds for all possible combinations of user
grouping strategies and can be used to obtain corresponding
minimal transmit power. Next what we need to do is to find
a user grouping strategy, whose transmit power allocated by
Theorem 1 is minimal. The problem of user grouping is
formulated as follows:
min
Ug
Pt =
∑
g∈G
∑
n∈Ug
pn (5a)
s.t. pn = (2rn−1)
( σ2
|hn|2+
∑
i∈Ug
|hi|>|hn|
pi
)
, n ∈ Ug, g ∈ G, (5b)
⋃
g∈G
Ug = N , (5c)
Ug ∩ Ug′ = ∅, g, g′ ∈ G, (5d)
where (5c) and (5d) means that every user should be assigned
into only one group.
The number of users in each group is arbitrary, hence
the matching theory or the matching game used in existing
strategies on user grouping cannot be applied. To solve the
mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem, in
section IV, the PCE function is defined, and the relationship
between the PCE function and the total power consumption
is deduced.
IV. THE PCE FUNCTION IN DOWNLINK NOMA
In this section, we first analyze interference that a user
brings to the others in the same group, i.e., externalities in
NOMA.
Let pin denote the group index of user n, i.e., pin =
g ⇔ n ∈ Ug . Let pi denote the vector of the grouping
strategies of all users, i.e., pi = (pi1, · · · , piN ). Let pi−n
denote the grouping strategies of all users in N \ {n}, i.e.,
pi−n = (pi1, · · · , pin−1, pin+1, · · · , piN ).
According to (4), the transmit power allocated to the user
with the k-th best channel condition in group g is
pgk = (2
rgk − 1)( σ2|hgk|2 +
k−1∑
j=1
pgj
)
, k 6 ‖Ug‖. (6)
Note that the transmit power allocated to the user with the best
channel condition in group g is pg1 = (2
rg1−1) σ2|hg1 |2 . As shown
in (6), the transmit power for a user will affect power allocated
to the other users in the same group. Such external effects are
called externalities. To exactly describe the externalities of the
k-th user in group g brings to the other users in group g, we
define the extra power consumption that the k-th user in group
g brings to the j-th user in group g as εgk,j (k < j 6 ‖Ug‖).
According to (6), the transmit power allocated to the (k+1)-th
user in group g is
pgk+1=(2
rgk+1−1)( σ2|hgk+1|2+pgk+
k−1∑
j=1
pgj
)
=(2r
g
k+1−1)( σ2|hgk+1|2+
k−1∑
j=1
pgj
)
+pgk(2
rgk+1−1).
(7)
Note that the transmit power allocated to the users with better
channel conditions will not be affected by the k-th user in
group g as Theorem 1 states. Thus, the value of
∑k−1
j=1 p
g
j
in (7) will not be affected by the k-th user in group g.
Accordingly, the power consumption that the k-th user in
group g brings to the k+1-th user in group g is
εgk,k+1 = p
g
k(2
rgk+1 − 1).
According to (6) and (7), the transmit power allocated to the
(k+2)-th user in group g is
pgk+2=(2
rgk+2−1)( σ2|hgk+2|2+pgk+1+pgk+
k−1∑
j=1
pgj
)
=(2r
g
k+2−1)
(
σ2
|hgk+2|2
+(2r
g
k+1−1)( σ2|hgk+1|2+
k−1∑
j=1
pgj
)
+
k−1∑
j=1
pgj
)
+(2r
g
k+2−1)
(
pgk(2
rgk+1−1)+pgk
)
,
where the power consumption that the k-th user in group g
brings to the (k+2)-th user in group g is
εgk,k+2=(2
rgk+2−1)
(
pgk(2
rgk+1−1)+pgk
)
=pgk2
rgk+1(2r
g
k+2 − 1).
Similarly, we have
εgk,j=
p
g
k(2
rgj − 1), j=k+1
pgk
(
(2r
g
j − 1)∏
k<i<j
2r
g
i
)
, j >k+1 .
Hence, the total power consumption that the i-th user in group
g brings to the other users in group g, i.e., the externalities
function of the k-th user in group g, is
Egk =
‖Ug‖∑
j=i+1
εgk,j= p
g
k
‖Ug‖∏
j=i+1
2r
g
j − pgk, g ∈ G. (8)
Note that the externalities function of the user with the worst
channel condition in group g is Eg‖Ug‖ = 0.
Let (n ∈ Ug,pi−n) stand for the case that user n is assigned
into group g and the grouping strategy of the other users
is pi−n. We define the Power Consumption and Externalities
(PCE) function Cn according to (8) as follows:
Cn(n ∈ Ug,pi−n) =pn + En
=(2rn−1)( ∑
i∈Ug
|hi|>|hn|
pi +
σ2
|hn|2
)∏
i∈Ug
|hi|<|hn|
2ri . (9)
According to the analysis above, Cn(n ∈ Ug,pi−n) is also
the total power consumption that user n brings to group g ∈ G,
so we have
P g(n∈Ug,pi−n)−P g(n /∈Ug,pi−n)=Cn(n ∈ Ug,pi−n). (10)
where P g is the total transmit power allocated to the users in
group g ∈ G. Accordingly, Proposition 1 is obtained below.
Proposition 1. If we change the grouping strategy of one user,
the difference of this user’s PCE function Cn can reflect the
difference of the total power consumption exactly.
Proof. For ∀n ∈ N , ∀g, g˜ ∈ G, and any given pi−n, according
to (3) and (10) we have
Pt(n ∈ Ug,pi−n)− Pt(n ∈ U g˜,pi−n)
= P g(n ∈ Ug,pi−n)− P g(n /∈ Ug,pi−n)
−
(
P g˜(n ∈ U g˜,pi−n)− P g˜(n /∈ U g˜,pi−n)
)
= Cn(n ∈ Ug,pi−n)− Cn(n ∈ U g˜,pi−n).
Therefore, the proof of Proposition 1 is concluded.
A simple illustration of the PCE function is shown in Fig.
1(c), where the transmit power for user 2 and user 3 is divided
into two parts. One is the transmit power that user 1 brings,
i.e., ε11,2 and ε
1
1,3, the other is the transmit power allocated to
user 2 and user 3 if user 1 is not in group 1, i.e., p12−ε11,2 and
p13−ε11,3. Then the PCE function of user 1 is p11+ε11,2+ε11,3,
which is the total power consumption that user 1 brings to
group 1.
V. DIRECTED GRAPH FOR USER GROUPING IN DOWNLINK
NOMA
In this section, based on the definition of PCE, we first build
a directed graph. Then, we attempt to solve the user grouping
problem with QoS constrains by graph theory. In order to
extend Proposition 1 to multi-user scenarios, we introduce the
following definitions.
Definition 1. For any i users numbered {n1, · · · , ni} in
different groups, if we change the grouping strategy pi into
p˜i by (n1→pin2), · · · , (ni−1→ pini), and the total power
consumption satisfies Pt(p˜i) < Pt(pi), then these i users
compose an i-shift league.
Where (n→g) stand the operation that user n is moved into
group g. Similarly, (n→pin˜) stand the operation that user n is
moved into the group including user n˜.
Definition 2. For any i users numbered {n1, · · · , ni} in
different groups. If we change the grouping strategy pi into
p˜i by (n1 → pin2), · · · , (ni−1 → pini), (ni → pin1), and the
total power consumption satisfies Pt(p˜i) < Pt(pi), then these
i users compose an i-exchange league.
Definition 3. A grouping strategy pi is called all-stable
solution, if for ∀i ∈ N , there is no i-shift league or i-exchange
league in them.
However, to find the all-stable solution of the problem in
(5) is an obstacle. We will resort to graph theory.
A. Directed Graph
To apply graph theory more conveniently, we create a vir-
tual user for every group, and let N v = {N +1, · · · , N +G}
denote the set of indexes of virtual users. User (N + g) is the
virtual user in group g ∈ G, i.e. piN+1 = 1, · · · , piN+G = G.
Let pie denote the vector of the grouping strategies of all users
in N e = N ∪ N v . These virtual users are used to find the
shift leagues to be stated later.
Let the target data rates of virtual users be 0. Then ac-
cording to (4) and (9), the power consumption and the PCE
function of the virtual users are 0, i.e.,
pn = Cn(n ∈ Ug,pie−n) = 0, g ∈ G, n ∈ N v. (11)
Therefore, the transmit power allocated to the real users will
not be affected by the virtual users.
Let (n n˜) stand the operation that user n is moved into
the group including user n˜, and user n˜ is moved out of group
pin˜. Assume that pin = g and pin˜ = g˜. Then the difference of
the PCE function of user n before and after (n n˜) is
4n (n n˜,pie−{n,n˜})
=Cn(n ∈ U g˜, n˜ 6∈ U g˜,pie−{n,n˜})− Cn(n ∈ Ug,pie−n)
=(2rn−1)
((∑
i∈Ug˜\{n˜}
|hi|>|hn|
pi +
σ2
|hn|2
)∏
i∈Ug˜\{n˜}
|hi|<|hn|
2ri−(∑
i∈Ug
|hi|>|hn|
pi +
σ2
|hn|2
)∏
i∈Ug
|hi|<|hn|
2ri
)
,
A directed graph G(V, E ;pie) is constructed, where V =
N e is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges and the edges
only exist between two users in different groups. The adjacent
matrix A = (aij)i,j∈N is formed as follows:
aij =
{4i(i j,pie−{i,j}), pii 6= pij
∞, else . (12)
where i, j ∈ V and aij = ∞ means that node i is not
connected with node j. Then the following lemma about this
graph can be obtained.
Lemma 1. For any i users in different groups, the following
propositions:
1© These i users can compose an i-exchange league.
2© These i users can compose a negative loop in graph
G(V, E ;pie).
are equivalent.
Proof. Assume that in grouping strategy pie, users n1, · · · , ni
are assigned into different groups, and pin1 = g1, · · · , pini =
gi. If we change the grouping strategy pie by (n1 →
g2), · · · , (ni−1 → gi), (ni → g1), according to (10), the
difference of the power consumption of group gk(k 6 i) is
4gk (nk′  nk,pie−{nk′ ,nk})
=Cnk′(nk′ ∈Ugk,nk 6∈Ugk,pie−{nk′ ,nk})−Cnk(nk∈ U
gk,pie−nk)
(13)
where k′= ((k−2)mod i)+1. So 1© is equivalent to that the
difference of total power consumption is negative, i.e.,
4Pt
(
(n1 → g2), · · · , (ni−1 → gi), (ni → g1)
)
=
i∑
k=1
4gk(nk′  nk,pie−{nk′ ,nk})
=
i∑
k=1
Cnk′(nk′ ∈Ugk, nk 6∈Ugk,pie−{nk′ ,nk})
−
i∑
k=1
Cnk(nk ∈ Ugk,pie−nk) < 0
(14)
2© is equivalent to that the total edge weight of loop n1−>
n2−> · · · −>ni−1−>ni−>n1 is negative, i.e.,
i∑
k=1
ak′k =
i∑
k=1
4nk′ (nk′  nk,pie−{k′,k})
=
i∑
k=1
Cnk′ (nk′ ∈ Ugk , nk 6∈ Ugk ,pie−{nk,nk′})
−
i∑
k=1
Cnk′ (nk′ ∈ Ugk′ ,pie−nk′ ) < 0
(15)
Obviously,
i∑
k=1
Cnk(nk ∈ Ugk,pie−nk) =
i∑
k=1
Cnk′ (nk′ ∈ Ugk′ ,pie−nk′ )
(16)
Therefore, according to (14), (15) and (16), the proof of
Lemma 1 is concluded.
The transmit power can be reduced by finding the exchange
leagues, and updating the grouping strategy. However, the user
number in each group will remains unchanged. To find the
better grouping strategy, the user number in each group should
not be fixed. Accordingly, we need to find the shift leagues
to improve the grouping strategy with arbitrary user numbers
in each group.
Lemma 2. All shift leagues can be converted the into ex-
change leagues.
Proof. Assume that in grouping strategy pie, users n1, · · · , ni
can compose an i-shift league, i.e., the total power con-
sumption can be reduced by (n1 → pin2), · · · , (ni−1 →
pini). Assume that user nv is the virtual user in group
pini . If we change the grouping strategy pi
e by (n1 →
pin2), · · · , (ni−1 → pinv ), (nv → pin1), the total power con-
sumption will be reduced as the power consumption of the real
users will not be affected by the virtual users. Therefore, users
n1, · · · , ni−1, nv can compose an i-exchange league.
For the convenience of description, the negative loop with
all users in different groups is called the negative differ-group
loop. According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3 can be obtained.
Theorem 2. If there is no negative differ-group loop in the
directed graph G(V, E ;pie), the grouping strategy of real
users pi is all-stable solution.
Proof. If i users can compose an i-exchange league, according
to Lemma 1, there must be a negative differ-group loop in
graph G(V, E ;pie). In addition, if i users can compose an
i-shift league, according to Lemma 2, there must be an i-
exchange league in N e. So there must be a negative differ-
group loop in graph G(V, E ;pie). Based on above analysis, if
there is no negative differ-group loop in graph G(V, E ;pie),
there is no i-shift league or i-exchange league in pie and pi
for ∀i ∈ G. So the proof of Theorem 2 is concluded.
Theorem 3. If there is a negative differ-group loop n1− >
· · ·− > ni− > n1 in graph G(V, E ;pie), the total power
allocated to the real users can be reduced by (n1 →
pin2), · · · , (ni−1→pini), (ni→pin1).
Proof. If n1−> · · ·−> ni−> n1 is a negative differ-group
loop, according to (14),(15) and (16), we have
i∑
k=1
ak′k=4Pt
(
(n1→pin2),· · ·,(ni−1→pini), (ni→pin1)
)
<0.
Therefore, the total transmit power allocated for all users
in N e can be reduced by (n1 → pin2), · · · , (ni−1 →
pini), (ni → pin1). As mentioned in (11), the transmit power
allocated to virtual users is 0, hence the total transmit power
allocated to the real users can also be reduced. So the proof
of Theorem 3 is concluded.
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Real user
Virtual user
0.1
0.2
-1
n2
0.3
0
-0.5
Users n1，n3，n5 
can compose a 
3-exchange league
Users n4，n2，n5 
can compose a 
3-shift league
Fig. 2. Illustration of the Directed Graph
A simple case of the directed graph is illustrated in Fig. 2,
where five users(with solid borders) are assigned into three
groups, and the virtual users (with dashed borders) are added
into each group. The edges in this graph only exist between
the users in different groups. n1−> n3−> n5−> n1 is a
negative differ-group loop, and n1, n3, n5 are real users, so
users n1, n3, n5 can compose a 3-exchange league. In this
case, we can reduce the total power consumption by (n1 →
pin3), (n3 → pin5), (n5 → pin1). Meanwhile, n4−> n2−>
n8−> n4 is a negative differ-group loop, and user n8 is a
virtual user, so users n4, n2, n5 can compose a 3-shift league
(n8, n5 ∈ U3). That means we can reduce the total power
consumption by (n4 → pin2), (n2 → pin8), (n8 → pin4).
B. Algorithm Description
According to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, the total power
consumption can be reduced by searching for the negative
differ-group loops in graph G(V, E ;pie), and changing the
grouping strategy as Theorem 3 states, until there is no
negative differ-group loop in graph G(V, E ;pie). The detailed
main algorithm is described in Algorithm 1, where the user
grouping is initialized in step 1-3 by grouping every user
into the group with the best channel condition. Step 4-11 in
Algorithm 1 is an iterative process to converge to all-stable
solution.
Algorithm 1: Graph Theory Based User Grouping Algo-
rithm
Input: Set of users N , Set of groups G, Target data rate
rn, Channel condition hn, n ∈ N
Output: Power pn, n ∈ N , Grouping U
1 for n = 1 to N do
2 Find gmin = arg min
g∈G
n∈Ug
(|hn|n∈Ug);
Ugmin ← Ugmin ∪ {n};
3 end
4 repeat
5 Create graph G(V, E ;pie);
6 Calculate the adjacent matrix A = (aij)i,j∈Ve of
graph G(V, E ;pie) according to (12);
7 Find the negative differ-group loops in graph
G(V, E ;pie);
8 if Find a negative differ-group loop L then
9 Update U and pie according to Theorem 3;
10 end
11 until U and pie don’t change;
12 for n = 1 to N do
13 Calculate pn according to (4).
14 end
15 return pn, n ∈ N , U
Corollary 1. Algorithm 1 can converge to all-stable solution
in finite iterations.
Proof. As G and N are both finite, the strategic space is finite.
Furthermore, every time we change a user’s grouping strategy,
the total power consumption will be reduced. Based on these
facts, Algorithm 1 is bound to stop at all-stable solution in
finite steps. So the proof of Corollary 1 is concluded.
Bellman-Ford algorithm is extended to find the negative
differ-group loops in graph G(V, E ;pie) [21] in step 7 of
Algorithm 1. We add a super node with outgoing edges to
all the nodes in V , and the main procedure of BellmanFord
algorithm is searching for the shortest path from the super
node to all other nodes by relaxation until none path can be
relaxed [22], [23]. Different from the original Bellman-Ford
algorithm, during the relaxation steps, it is avoided that two
different users in the same group appear in the same path.
Therefore, if the number of nodes in the path from the super
node to a node is greater than G, there must be a negative
differ-group loops in this path. The detailed procedure of the
extended Bellman-Ford algorithm is described in Algorithm
2. In Algorithm 2, the path from super node to node n, i.e.,
Tn, n ∈ V , is relaxed by step 6 or step 11 repeatedly until
all Tn do not change. Step 10 is a recursive procedures by
calling Algorithm 2 repeatedly, its computational complexity
increases exponentially with the dimensions of N and G.
Algorithm 2: Extended BellmanFord Algorithm for Find-
ing the Negative Differ-Group Loop
Input: Group G(V, E ;pie),
Adjacent matrixA = (aij)i,j∈V
Output: Negative differ-group loop L
1 Let the distance from super node to node n bemn=0,
the path from super node to node n be Tn = ∅, n ∈ V;
2 repeat
3 for i = 1 to ‖V‖ do
4 for j = 1 to ‖V‖ do
5 if mj>mi +aij & akj 6=∞,∀k ∈ Ti \ {j}
then
6 Tj ← Ti ∪ {i}, mj ← mi + aij
7 end
8 if mj>mi +aij & ∃akj =∞, k ∈ Ti \ {j}
then
9 Find the shortest path T ′i from the super
node to user i with
akj 6=∞,∀k ∈ T ′i \ {j}, assume the
distance of path T ′i is m′i;
10 if mj > m′i + aij then
11 Tj ← T ′i ∪ {i}, mj ← m′i + aij
12 end
13 end
14 if ‖Tj‖ > G then
15 Find the negative differ-group loop L in
Tj ; return L and break;
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 until Tn n ∈ V do not change;
To approach the solution of the problem in (5) with polyno-
mial time computational complexity, we design a suboptimal
fast algorithm based on a greedy strategy to find the negative
differ-group loops in step 7 of Algorithm 1. First we search
for the minimum edge an1n2 in A, and calculate the total
edge weight of loop n1−> n2−> n1, next we search for
the minimum output edge an2n3 (pin3 6= pin1 , pin3 6= pin2 ) of
node n2, and calculate the total edge weight of loop n1−>
n2−>n3−>n1. Then we search for the next output edge as
the same operation until the loop n1−> · · · −> nG−> n1,
and set an1n2 =∞. The number of steps above repeat more
than the number of edges, i.e., (G+N)2. Then the loop with
the minimum total edge weight is outputted if this loop is
negative. To reduce unnecessary computation, the steps above
are repeated dα(N + G)e times (α ∈ [ 1N+G , N ]), where α
is a regulating factor to limit the number of iterations. The
detailed procedure of the fast greedy algorithm is described
in Algorithm 3. In order to limit the iterations of Algorithm
3, it is avoid that a user be selected more than once as the
first users in the negative differ-group loop.
Algorithm 3: Fast Greedy Algorithm for Finding the
Negative Differ-Group Loop
Input: Group G(V, E ;pie),
Adjacent matrixA = (aij)i,j∈V
Output: Negative differ-group loop L
1 Let T record the path of each iteration, and mt record
the total edge weights of this path;
2 Let ms be the total edge weights of negative differ-group
loop L;ms ← 0;
3 for x = 1 to dα(N +G)e do
4 T = ∅;
5 Find the minimal edge aij = min{aij |i, j ∈ V};
6 T ← T ∪ {i} ∪ {j}, mt ← aij + aji;
7 aij ←∞, i← j;
8 for l = 3 to G do
9 Find the minimal output edge of node i :
aij = min{aij |j ∈ V, ajk 6=∞,∀k ∈ T };
10 mt ← mt + aij , T ← T ∪ {j};
11 if ms > mt + aji then
12 L ← T , ms ← mt + aji;
13 end
14 i← j;
15 end
16 end
17 return L.
Computational Complexity Analysis: In Algorithm 3, steps
8-15 require complexity of O
(
G(G+N)
)
. Hence, computa-
tional complexity of Algorithm 3 is O
(
G(G+N)2
)
. Assume
that Algorithm 3 is repeated C times in Algorithm 1, then we
have C 6 N +G for a user would not be selected to be the
first user in the negative differ-loop. Therefore, computational
complexity of the proposed fast user grouping algorithm is
O
(
G(G+N)3
)
. In fact, C is much less than (G+N) as the
simulation shows in section VI.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of the pro-
posed algorithms with two existing user grouping strategies
in downlink NOMA. In the simulations, the BS is located in
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Fig. 3. Impacts of α. (a)Total Transmit Power vs. Number of groups;(b)Total
Transmit Power vs. Number of Iterations
the cell center and the users are randomly distributed in a
circular range with a radius of 500m. The minimum distance
from users to BS is set to 35m. The large-scale channel gain is
128.1+37.6log10(dn[km]) dB. The Rayleigh fading coefficient
follows an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution as β∼ CN (0, 1). The
noise power is σ2 = BN0, where the bandwidth of each
channel is B=180 kHz and the noise power spectral density
is N0=-174 dBm/Hz. The targeted data rate of each user is
randomly chosen from 0.5 to 8 bps/Hz. The number of users
is varied from 25 to 300 in our simulations.
A. Impacts of α
We will first evaluate the total power consumption in the ex-
tended BellmanFord algorithm(“Proposed (Bellman-Ford)”),
and the proposed fast algorithm based on the greedy strategy
with different α(“Proposed (Greedy)”).
Fig. 3(a) shows the total transmit power allocated to all
users with G = [20, 40, · · · , 100] and the number of users is
set to be two times as the number of groups. As expected,
the power consumption increases with the number of groups
for all the two algorithms. In addition, the power consumption
decreases slowly with the increase of α and almost changes no
more when α >= 5. Fig. 3(b) shows the total transmit power
for all users with iterations, where G = 100, N = 300. We
can see that the convergence rate increases with decreasing
α and almost remains constant when α >= 5. In addition,
the total transmit power declines rapidly at the beginning and
tends to a stable value after finite iterations.
B. Performance Comparison
The proposed algorithms are compared with existing two
reference user grouping strategies. One is assigning users
one by one according to their preference lists (“User Pref-
erence”) [19]. The other is grouping users by Gale-Shapley
algorithm(“Gale-Shapley”) [18]. In the simulations, the num-
ber of users is set to an integer multiple of the number of
groups. This is because in the reference strategies, the number
of users in each group should be equal.
Fig. 4(a) shows the total transmit power allocated to all
users with G = [40, 60, 80, 120] and 240 users in total. As
expected, the power consumption decreases with the number
of groups for all the four strategies. In addition, the proposed
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Fig. 4. Average total transmit power comparison among different strategies.
(a)Total Transmit Power vs. Number of groups (240 users in total);(b)Total
Transmit Power vs. Number of users (50 groups in total)
algorithms outperform the reference strategies. The reason is
that the reference strategies ignore the impact of interfer-
ence among users on user grouping. Note that performance
of Proposed-Greedy(α = 5) approaches that of Proposed-
BellmanFord.
Fig. 4(b) shows the total transmit power with varied number
of users and 50 groups in total. As expected, the power
consumption increases rapidly with the number of users for
these four strategies. This is because interference among users
in the same group will rapidly increases as the number of users
in each group increases. This result confirms that it’s unre-
alistic to implement NOMA among all users simultaneously.
Furthermore, the proposed strategies outperform the reference
strategies. In addition, as the number of users increases, the to-
tal transmit power difference between the proposed algorithms
and the reference strategies increases. This is because there
will be much room for power reduction by user grouping as
the number of users in each group increases, and the proposed
algorithms can reduce the power consumption more effectively
with consideration of interference and QoS constraints.
As mentioned in Section II, there are two important princi-
ples in user grouping to reduce interference among the users
in the same group. One is the users with high target data rate
should be avoided to be assigned into the same group. The
other one is the users with poor channel condition should be
avoided to be assigned into the same group. Much more power
will be consumed if one of these principles is unsatisfied.
To show the superiority of the proposed algorithms, Fig. 5
shows the distribution of users ,where the number of users
and the number of groups are set to 25 and 5, respectively.
Each dot represents a user. The dots in the same color denote
the users in the same group, the distance between user and
the BS represents the channel condition, and the size of dot
represent the size of this user’s target data rate. We can see
from Fig. 5(c) that there are four users close to the edge of the
BS range in group 4, which leads to severe interference among
users in group 4. In addition, both in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d),
there are five users whose target data rates are more than 5
bps/Hz in group 5, which also make interference among users
in group 4 severe. However, such interference is avoided in
the proposed algorithms as 5(a) and 5(b) show. In addition,
the performance of Proposed-Greedy(α = 5) is similar to that
of Proposed-BellmanFord while the computational complexity
is significantly reduced.
(a) Proposed (Bellman-Ford) (b) Proposed (Greedy, =5)
(c) Gale-Shapley (d) User Preference
Coverage of BS
BS
A user in group 1
A user in group 2
A user in group 3
A user in group 4
A user in group 5
0.5  r < 2.0
2.0  r < 3.5
3.5  r < 5.0
5.0  r < 6.5
6.5  r < 8.0
Fig. 5. The distribution of the users for different strategies
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we solved the user grouping problem with
QoS constraints by graph theory. First, we defined the PCE
function for each user to represent the power consumption and
interference introduced by this user when it joints a group. It
has been proved that the difference of the PCE function of a
user could be used to indicate the difference of total power
consumption when it changes its grouping strategy. Based
on the definition of PCE, we constructed a directed graph.
Then, in multi-user scenarios, we introduced the conception
of exchange league to judge whether user grouping can be
adjusted to reduce the power consumption. As the exchange
league has been proved to be equivalent to the negative loop
in the graph, we converted the user grouping problem into the
problem of searching specific negative loops with all users in
different groups. Bellman-Ford algorithm has been extended
to find these negative loops. Furthermore, a greedy suboptimal
algorithm has been proposed to approach the solution with
polynomial time. Finally, simulation results have demonstrated
the advantages of the proposed algorithms compared with
existing grouping strategies under different scenarios.
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